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Abstract 

This thesis has been carried out at BAE Systems Hägglunds, a company in Örnsköldsvik which 

develops and produces military vehicles. The main focus in this thesis is numerical studies of non-

ideal detonations such as those which arise when using ANFO as the main explosive in a charge. 

ANFO is a mix of ammonium nitrate and fuel oil and often used as an improvised explosive device in 

terrorism activities. 

A non-ideal detonation means that the reaction zone is much longer than for an ideal detonation 

and may not be assumed to have an abrupt discontinuity. In other studies this phenomenon has 

shown to cause special properties, for instance a detonation velocity that depends heavily on charge 

radius and external confinement. In this study the purpose and aim is to show this behaviour in 

simulations with the finite element code LS-DYNA. 

The simulations were performed with cylindrical charges modelled in 2D in axi-symmetry. The 

explosive was modelled either by the Jones-Wilkins-Lee equation of state or by the more advanced 

ignition and growth reactive flow model. A comparison between the two is made and the result 

shows that the ignition and growth in a good way confirm the behaviour of a non-ideal detonation.  

The conclusions are that the ignition and growth reactive flow model seems to be an adequate 

method to simulate non-ideal explosives. More material parameters for ANFO would thou be 

needed, now it was rather limited and own assumptions had to be made in order to use the Ignition 

and growth model. In the future a combination of the ignition and growth model and a more 

advanced equation of state, such as Williamsburg, might be an even better way to describe a non-

ideal detonation. The most important thou would be more experimental data to validate the 

simulations with ignition and growth against. 
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Sammanfattning (Swedish) 

Detta examensarbete har utförts på BAE Systems Hägglunds, ett företag i Örnsköldsvik som 

producerar och utvecklar militära fordon. Fokuset i detta examensarbete är numeriska studier av 

icke-ideala detonationer som uppstår när man t.ex. använder ANFO som sprängämne. ANFO är en 

blandning av ammoniumnitrat och vanligt bränsle och används ofta som improviserade 

sprängämnen i terroristaktiviteter. 

Icke-ideala detonationer innebär att zonen där sprängämnet reagerar i är mycket längre än i en ideal 

detonation. I tidigare studier har detta visat sig leda till några speciella egenskaper, till exempel så är 

detonationshastigheten beroende av både laddningens radie samt vilken inneslutning som använts. I 

denna studie är syftet att försöka visa detta beteende i simuleringar med finita element koden LS-

DYNA. 

Simuleringar utfördes med cylindriska laddningar som modellerades rotationssymmetrisk i 2D. 

Sprängämnena modellerades dels med Jones-Wilkins-Lee’s tillståndsekvation samt en annan mer 

komplicerad modell som heter ”Ignition and Growth”. En jämförelse mellan dessa gjordes och 

resultat visar att ”Ignition and Growth” på ett bra sätt tar hand om de förmodade effekterna av 

laddningsradie samt inneslutning.  

Slutsatserna som drogs var att ”Ignition and Growth” med största sannolikhet är en bra metod att 

simulera icke-ideala sprängämnen. Det skulle dock behövas ett större utbud av materialparametrar 

för ANFO, nu fanns det väldigt begränsat och egna antaganden var tvungna att göras. I framtiden är 

det möjligt att en kombination av ”Ignition and Growth” och en mer avancerad tillståndsekvation till 

exempel Williamsburg, är ett ännu bättre sätt att beskriva en icke-ideal detonation. Det viktigaste 

skulle dock vara att få fram mer data från experiment för att kunna validera de simulerade 

resultaten mer. 
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Abbreviations 

IED Improvised explosive device 

ANFO Ammonium Nitrate Fuel Oil 

TNT Trinitrotoluene 

I&G Ignition and Growth 

PBXW Polymer Bounded Explosives 

VoD Velocity of Detonation 

EoS Equation of state 

JWL Jones-Wilkins-Lee 

FEM Finite Element Method 

CJ Chapman-Jouget 

RH Rankine-Hugoniot 
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1 Introduction 
 In this introduction chapter background fact about the thesis and the company is given, also the 

purpose, aim and the delimitations are stated. The most important and interesting literature used in 

this study is also presented here. 

1.1 Background 
A better understanding of improvised explosive devices (IED) is vital if protection against for instance 

homemade bombs in warzones should be possible. An explosive named Ammonium Nitrate Fuel Oil 

(ANFO) has been used as IED in several terrorism bombings the last few years [1, 2]. 

1.1.1 BAE Systems Hägglunds 

BAE Systems is a global company with about 100000 employees and subsidiary companies in 

Australia, Saudi Arabia, South Africa, United Kingdom and the United States. In Örnsköldsvik, 

Sweden, one of the subsidiary companies is located and here at BAE Systems Hägglunds, this thesis 

has been carried out [3]. 

The company has a special history as they over the years have had products like furniture, busses, 

airplanes, and military vehicles as their business. In 1899 Johan Hägglund founded the company, at 

the time named Hägglunds & Söner, and it was a small family company dealing with carpentry. Over 

the years it evolved and separated into several companies and later purchased by larger companies, 

today it is called BAE Systems Hägglunds AB and develops military vehicles.  

1.1.2 ANFO, a non-ideal high explosive 

ANFO is an explosive which detonate by a non-ideal detonation in contrast to Trinitrotoluene (TNT) 

and many other high explosives which have ideal detonations. A high explosive means that the 

explosive shock front propagating through the material at supersonic speed, i.e. causing a 

detonation, in contrast to a low explosive which instead cause what is called a deflagration. If the 

detonation is non-ideal the zone where the reaction occur is relatively long compared to the 

reaction zone in an ideal detonation which is assumed to have a zero thickness. 

The most important reason why ANFO is so frequently used in IED’s is that it is a relatively cheap and 

very accessible explosive. Ammonium nitrate is the main ingredient in common fertilizer, therefore 

explosives containing ammonium nitrate often is called a fertilizer bomb. The other component 

needed is standard fuel oil which could be found at the nearest gas station. Other fuels, like nitro 

methane could also be used which was the case in the Oklahoma City bombing 1995 [4], where 168 

civilians were killed. At that time it was the largest terrorism action ever in the US and in figure 1 the 

building after the attack is shown.  
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Figure 1 - Oklahoma City bombing 

ANFO is not only a weapon in terrorism activity it is also the most common explosive used in the 

mining industry, approximately 2*109 kg ANFO is used every year in North America for mining and 

quarrying. For this purpose ANFO is industry produced but a mix of approximate 94% fertilizer and 

6% fuel oil gives about the same product and it is often used in IED. This mixture gives prills with a 

bulk density of about 850 kg/m3, which are shown in figure 2. 

 

Figure 2 - ANFO prills 

An additional reason for using ANFO is that it is a very stable explosive, it has to be initiated with 

another explosive to detonate. Therefore it does not have to be handled with the same caution as 

other high explosives.  
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1.1.3 Literature study 

This work was started by a literature study in order to get an initial knowledge about the subject and 

what areas being studied earlier by others.  

In [5] an experiment with an ANFO charge in a copper cylinder is made, which is a common method 

to determine material parameters for different explosives. External confinements seems to have a 

large influence when dealing with non-ideal explosives, such as ANFO, which is shown by 

experimental data in [6] and in simulations by [7]. 

Lee and Tarver present a reactive flow model, called ignition and growth (I&G), used in simulation of 

explosives in [8]. It seems to be an interesting model and an initial simple study to get a feeling how 

the material models works was found in [9]. In this article a non-ideal polymer bounded explosive 

(PBXW-115) is used to investigate how the velocity of detonation (VoD) changes with the charge 

radius. 

There are also more complicated relations describing detonations, like the one explained in [10] 

where an equation of state (EoS) called Williamsburg is used to simulate explosive welding with 

ANFO as the main explosive. This is a complete EoS which relates pressure, density and energy to 

each other.  

1.2 Purpose 
The main purpose with this thesis is to get an initial knowledge about the behaviour of the non-ideal 

explosive, especially ANFO. What is the difference in performance and properties when comparing it 

to ideal explosives? Is this non-ideal behaviour possible to simulate and how are these simulations 

performed in the best way? All these questions will be investigated in the present study. 

1.3 Aim 
This work aims to verify the effects and behaviours seen in other studies with non-ideal explosives, 

mainly ANFO.  In simulations using LS-DYNA the following behaviours with non-ideal explosives are 

desirable to reach: 

 See that the VoD is heavily dependent on the charge size up to a certain radius where the 

dependence decreases and the VoD becomes nearly constant. 

 Observe that external confinements have a great influence on the VoD. 

  Compare the more advanced model I&G with the simple Jones-Wilkins-Lee (JWL) and point 

out the differences when performing simulations with non-ideal explosives. 

1.4 Delimitations 
With the intention of limitating the areas to investigate some delimitations in the study are stated 

below: 

 This study investigate what is happening inside the explosives and do not consider damage 

on the surroundings caused by the explosives. 

 There are a lot more EoS which could be investigated, especially those including a thermal 

relation, for example Williamsburg EoS.  
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1.5 Outline of the thesis 
The thesis is outlined as follows: 

Chapter 2 explains the background theory needed to understand and perform this study. Keywords 

in this chapter are shock waves, detonation, EoS and the finite element method (FEM). 

In chapter 3 the method for answering the questions and solving the problems occurred in this study 

is explained. Also background facts about the softwares used are given here. 

Chapter 4 gives the problem setups analysed in this thesis. Model geometries and other relevant 

information about each problem can be found here. 

Chapter 5 presents the results from simulations of the problem setups given in chapter 4, supplied 

with a minor discussion about each result. 

In chapter 6 the general conclusions from this thesis are reached, together with some examples on 

recommended future work. 

Finally, in chapter 7, the references can be found. Other appended material are input files used in LS-

DYNA, MATLAB codes and material parameters. 
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2 Theory 
Following chapter gives the main theory used, which is necessary to get a better understanding of 

the assumptions, results and conclusions made in the report. Shock wave theory is the main focus 

but also some general theory about FEM and different element description is explained. 

2.1 Shock waves 
An explosion of a chemical explosive is defined by a very quick release of all potential energy 

accumulated in the explosive. This quick release cause a rapid increase in pressure and volume 

propagating through the surroundings and the phenomena is called a shock wave. When a shock 

wave is caused by high explosives, for instance TNT or ANFO, the shock front propagating at a 

velocity greater than the speed of sound in the ambient material. This is usually, as already 

mentioned in the introduction, called a detonation.  

The theory describing a detonation in a simple way and used frequently is the Chapman-Jouget (CJ) 

theory, where the reaction zone is assumed to have a zero thickness. Ideally, this means that there is 

an instantaneous jump between the unreacted explosive and its detonation products in 

thermodynamic equilibrium. For the most high explosives this approximation is reasonable and gives 

satisfactory results in calculations and may therefore be called ideal explosives. 

When other explosives are used, for example ANFO which have a non-ideal detonation, this theory is 

most likely not good enough. In this case the reaction zone, where the unreacted explosives react 

and the detonation products are created, is relatively long and should therefore not be neglected. 

This Non-ideal behavior has been shown in experiments to cause detonation that is strongly 

dependent on both charge size and external confinement.   

2.2 Rankine-Hugoniot 
As explained above, shock waves are discontinuities in pressure, density and energy. This can be 

described by the conservation of mass, momentum and energy, resulting in what is called the 

Rankine-Hugoniot (RH) relations. These relations can be derived by studying the following simple 

one dimensional case. 

 

Figure 3 - Cylinder in a piston, used to derive the Rankine-Hugoniot relations. 
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Consider a piston in a cylinder as in figure 3. Inside the cylinder there is a fluid in equilibrium at 

time    . The piston is then assumed to move with a constant particle velocity     resulting in a 

shock velocity    of the front of the compressed fluid. This velocity is greater than the velocity of the 

piston, resulting in growing area (volume in 3D) of the compressed fluid. At the time t1 there are 

both compressed fluid and undisturbed fluid inside the cylinder and if the piston area is assumed to 

be unity, the first of three RH equations is derived by conservation of masses 

              .     (2.1) 

Next RH is derived by stating that the change in momentum is equal to the impulse caused by outer 

forces. Momentum is defined by the product of mass and velocity, in this case at time t1 the 

compressed fluid has the mass             and at    , the momentum is zero. The impulse is 

defined by the product of the change in pressure at the different states,    and   , and the time. 

This gives the conservation of momentum as 

                          .    (2.2) 

Conservation of energy is the fundamental point when deriving the third RH equation. Generally the 

conservation of energy means that the work done by the outer forces equals the change in internal 

energy plus the change in kinetic energy, which in this case yields 

                  
 

 
      

 ,    (2.3) 

where    and    are the internal energy at the two different states. If equation (2.3) is rewritten by 

equation (2.1) and (2.2) the following relation is achieved   

        
 

 
              .    (2.4) 

Here    and    are the specific volumes at different states, defined by      .  

These three RH relations (2.1-2.2 and 2.4) have eight parameters,      ,   ,         ,    and    . 

The parameters with index 0 are known which means that there are three equations and five 

unknowns remaining. In order to solve shock problems, two more relationships are needed. One 

relation is called the equation of state (EoS) and is presented in more details in the upcoming 

chapter 2.3. A specification of the boundary conditions is the last relationship needed to complete 

the problem. 

The Hugoniot curve could be described as a relation between, for example, pressure and specific 

volume when going from one state to another. This curve contains all the possible states the 

explosive can reach during shock. When detonation occur in ideal theory the pressure over the 

shock wave front changes with a discontinuous jump described by the Rayleigh line which is given by  

     
            (2.5) 

P is the pressure, V is the relative volume defined by the current density divided by the initial 

density,    and D is the VoD.  
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The Rayleigh line is shown in figure 4, together with two Hugoniot curves. The blue Hugoniot curve 

representing the unreacted explosive and the red curve the reaction products. When the Rayleigh 

line is a tangent to the reaction product Hugoniot curve, as in figure 4, there is an ideal detonation, 

CJ-detonation. The pressure peak in front of the reactions zone is called the von Neumann spike, PVN, 

and given by where the Rayleigh line crosses the unreacted Hugoniot curve. 

 

Figure 4 - The blue and the red curve are the Hugoniot curves for the unreacted respectively the reaction products. 
Between them a Rayleigh line is drawn. 

2.3 Equation of state 
The purpose with an EoS is to relate pressure to temperature and density. One simple and well-

known EoS is the ideal gas law. In this study, EoS representing the explosive is explained. 

2.3.1 JWL 

The Jones-Wilkins-Lee EoS is defined as 

      
 

   
           

 

   
       

  

 
.   (2.6) 

In equation (2.6) P is the pressure, V is the relative volume which is the current density divided by 

the initial density, ω is the Grüneisen constant, A, B, R1 and R2, are material constants. The three 

terms in this EoS affect the pressure significantly different at different relative volumes, at low 

relative volumes the main contribution is the first term, at moderate relative volumes the second 

term gives the major contribution. At the largest relative volumes the last term gives the largest 

contribution and this term is simply an alternative form of the ideal gas law.  

A detonation using this model assumes ideal behaviour, i.e. a CJ-state according to figure 4 is 

assumed. The detonation is then based on detonation velocity, detonation pressure and a specified 

detonation point.  

2.3.2 Reactive flow model 

A reactive flow model describes the detonation process in a more advanced way compared to the 

JWL. The model including one equation of state for each of the different states, unreacted and 

reacted. Also needed in a complete reactive flow model is a rule how to calculate the mix when 

there is a partial reacted and partial unreacted state for the explosive.  
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Ignition and growth is a complete reactive flow model containing two EoS, one for the unreacted 

explosive and one for its reaction products. This reactive flow model uses the JWL EoS, from chapter 

2.3.1, in a temperature dependent form, 

      
         

        
  

  
,    (2.7) 

                      
  

  
.    (2.8) 

P, V and T are the pressure, relative volume and temperature respectively, with index e for the 

unreacted explosive and index p fort the reaction products. r1, r2, r3, r5, r6, a, b, xp1, xp2 and g are 

material constants.  

The mixing rule is defined by 

            ,     (2.9) 

where F is the burn fraction, complete reaction means that F = 1 and no reaction means that F = 0. 

This parameter is calculated by the Ignition and growth reactive rate equation, 

  

  
                                  

                      

                     .     (2.10) 

Where freq, frer, ccrit, eetal, grow1, es1, ar1, em, grow2, es2, ar2 and en all are material constants 

and V is the relative volume.  

The three terms in the reactive rate equation represent the three stages of a reaction which 

normally is observed in a chemical explosion. First there is a term representing the ignition, in reality 

the ignition in an explosion is a formation of so-called hot spots. These hot spots could be caused by 

different mechanisms, for example friction, viscous heating, jetting and collapse. 

Next, the main term in the reaction rate equation is defined, where the inward and/or outward 

growth of the hot spots is described. This process is relatively slow and the aim is to describe the 

deflagration, i.e. subsonic combustion, in the best way.  

The last term is similar to the second term but it describes the rapid completion of the reaction. In a 

simplified and lightly modified version of the I&G called the JWL++ this term is neglected together 

with the ignition term [11]. The parameters fmxig, fmgr and fmngr define when the three different 

terms should start and stop to contribute in equation 2.9. 
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3 Method 
A number of methods are used during this study and the main technique is the finite element 

method. The finite element software LS-DYNA V971 R5.0 is used in all the FE-analysis and the 

pre/post-processor LS PREPOST 3.1 was used to analyze the results and also to create the models. 

Other useful software has been MATLAB both to convert material parameters between different EoS 

but also to present results. 

3.1 Finite Element Method 
The finite element method or finite element analysis is a numerical method where approximate 

solutions of partial differential equations are found in sub-regions called elements. These solutions 

then give a complete approximate solution for the entire region by using certain relations between 

the solutions of all elements. 

3.1.1 Background 

The history of FEM goes back to the early 1940s when Richard Courant had a problem with torsion 

of a cylinder. What Courant did to solve the problem was to divide the domain into triangular sub 

regions and solve the second order partial differential equations. This method was developed 

further by a number of people, and at the late 1950s the method was used mostly in structural 

analyses. With more and more powerful and advanced computers the method becomes even more 

widely used and developed. Today FEM can be applied on a large number of engineering areas, such 

as fluid mechanics, structural mechanics, electric analysis and aerodynamic problems to give some 

examples.  

3.1.2 Mesh 

In figure 5 a discretization of a domain into elements is showed, all the elements building up what is 

called the mesh. A common approach is to make a finer mesh, i.e. smaller elements, in regions 

where it could be problems in the solution, for instance edges, corners and for example areas with 

large deformations in a structural analysis or areas with large temperature changes in a thermal 

analysis. It is important to have a well thought-out mesh, meaning not too fine to cause unnecessary 

long computational time and not too coarse which will cause unrealistic results.  

 

Figure 5- Example mesh in 2D, both square and triangular elements. 
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In two dimensional problems the elements contain at least three computational points, one in each 

corner of a triangle, these points are called the nodes.  Elements with four nodes, i.e. quadrilateral 

elements, are a common approach when the geometry is not too complicated. When solving a three 

dimensional problem each element needs to build up a volume which means at least four nodes. 

Both when dealing with two and three dimensional problems the elements could be either linear or 

non-linear, with non-linear elements the mesh can follow the geometry smoother and perhaps give 

a better solution. However more computational effort is needed. 

3.1.3 Eulerian and Lagrangian 

When performing a FE-analysis two different frame of references for the deformation can be 

applied, Eulerian or Lagrangian. The main difference between these two descriptions is that a 

Lagrangian element is defined by a fixed amount of mass. An Eulerian element is defined by a 

general region and mass can pass between the element boundaries, it is called that the spatial 

location in an Eulerian description is constant.  

Mostly the Lagrangian frame of reference is used when dealing with solids and Eulerian frame of 

reference when dealing with fluids. The reason for using Eulerian in simulation with fluids is that 

there is often more motion in those simulations and Lagrangian would then give too distorted 

elements. This study deals with both fluids and solids and therefore both descriptions are applied.   

3.2 LS-DYNA 
LS-DYNA is the main software used and in this chapter a historical background and basic knowledge 

about it is given, together with special keywords used in this study. 

3.2 .1 Historical Background 

In 1976 Dr. John O. Hallquist at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory developed a 3D FEM 

program called DYNA3D. Stress analysis of structures submitted to different types of impacts was 

the original purpose for this software. Explicit time integration was used to study these nonlinear 

dynamic problems but due to very limited computational power at that time, DYNA 3D was at the 

beginning very simple. 

To develop this product further, Livermore Software Technology Corporation was founded 1988 and 

a commercial version of this software named LS-DYNA3D was released and it was later shortened to 

LS-DYNA. Over the years more and more capabilities were developed and added, such as implicit 

solver, thermal and fluid analysis, support 2D simulation and several material models.  Today LS-

DYNA is being used in several different industries for example, automobile, aerospace, military and 

bioengineering.  
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3.2.2 Keywords 

In appendix B there is an example input file used by LS-DYNA. Here follows some comments about 

the keywords used generally in this study.  

 All keywords starting with *DATABASE are needed in order to obtain output data files, these 

data files can for instance contain, pressure, energy, velocity, displacement and 

temperature.    

 *CONTROL is used to control different parameters in the simulations, it could be the size of 

the timestep or the total termination time to give some examples. 

 *PART, here the desirable material id, EoS id, hourglass id and section id are specified to 

each part in the model.  

 In *MAT the material model used and its properties are specified by the material 

parameters.   

 The keywords starting with *EOS is where the type of EoS and its parameters are stated.  

 *HOURGLASS is used to minimize the hourglass effect by add a small amount of energy to 

straighten the elements when they starting to form an hourglass pattern.  

 In *SECTION, the element formulation, integration rule, nodal thickness and other sectional 

properties are defined.  

 The *INITIAL_DETONATION card decides where the centre of the detonation will occur when 

using the JWL EoS together with *MAT_HIGH_EXPLOSIVE_BURN 

 *INITIAL_VOLUME_FRACTION_GEOMETRY is used when doing simulations with Eulerian 

frame of reference to define the initial geometry of different parts in the model. This is used 

with *ALE_MULTI-MATERIAL_GROUP where the part id’s are defined. 

 The keyword *INCLUDE are necessary when having a separate input file with the mesh only. 

It can be practical since it is then easy to have the same input material data but change 

between different meshes. 

 

3.3 MATLAB 
MATLAB has been of great assistance both before using LS-DYNA, in order to determine material 

parameters, and after a simulation in LS-DYNA to present the results in a clear way. 

3.3.1 Conversion between EoS 

In order to use the I&G reactive flow model in LS-DYNA material parameters are needed. For ANFO, 

the number of parameters in literature is very limited. No material data could be found for the 

unreacted EoS but a conversion of material parameters from the Murnahan EoS was possible to 

perform.  

The Murnahan EoS is a simpler EoS not including any energy term as seen in equation 3.1, where P is 

the pressure,    is the relative volume, n and κ respectively are the material parameters which could 

be found in table 1.     
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         (3.1) 

Table 1 

Murnahan EoS parameters ANFO [6] 

n 7 

Κ (Mbar-1) 2463 

 

A MATLAB script was written with the intension of convert these Murnahan EoS parameters into the 

JWL EoS parameters needed for input in LS-DYNA. In appendix A this script with comments can be 

found. The main principle is to use the method of least square two times, first to get the parameters  

A and R1, and then to achieve B and R2. Figure 6 shows both the Murnahan EoS and the relation 

between the pressure and specific volume for the unreacted explosive.  

 

Figure 6 - Comparison between Murnahan and JWL EoS describing the unreacted explosive in I&G. 

As seen in figure 6 the use of the new parameters as input in the JWL EoS give a sufficiently good 

match against the old Murnahan material parameters and could therefore be used in simulations. 

3.3.2 Displacement in radial direction 

When performing the ANFO cylinder test a measurement of the effects on the cylinder wall is 

desirable. This is accomplished by writing a MATLAB script which uses displacement vectors from 

simulations as input data. The displacement vectors were then modified by compensating for 

displacement in axial direction in order to compare with the experiments in [5]. The script is 

appended and can be found in appendix A.   
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4 Problem setups 
Different setups of explosives and geometries of the explosives are used in this study in order to 

investigate all the questions presented in the previous chapters. In this chapter the different setups 

and geometries are explained and shown.  

Similarities between the setups are that all deals with non-ideal explosives with cylindrical charges. 

Every setup is modelled with a 2D axi-symmetric geometry, which means that a half of a cross-

section is modelled. See figure 7 for an example of a cylinder modelled in 2D axi-symmetry. 

Performing simulations in 2D axi-symmetry instead of modelling the whole geometry save extremely 

much simulation time. This is even more necessary if results are desired within a reasonable 

timeframe since the elements have to be very small in order to simulate an accurate detonation. 

 

Figure 7 - Cylindrical charges modeled in 2D axi-symmetry. 
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4.1 PBXW-115 cylindrical charge   
The main reason with this chapter is to get an initial knowledge about the I&G reactive flow model 

using published material data to re-simulate experiments in [9, 12].  

All models has geometries proportional to the geometry in figure 8, where the red area is the non-

ideal explosive PBXW-115, material parameters in appendix C table 3-5. The blue area is PE4, which 

is used as a booster to ignite the PBXW-115 and seen as an ideal explosive. Therefore, the simpler 

JWL EoS with material parameters according to table 2 in appendix C is used. Eulerian descriptions of 

the elements are used in this setup. 

Measured in the study in reference [12] was the VoD in axial direction at a point near (1-5cm) the 

top of the cylinder, where the effects of the booster can be neglected.   This is accomplished in this 

study by analyse when the shook front reaches certain points close to each other at the end of the 

cylinder and calculate the average velocity between them. Also, a convergence study has been 

performed to investigate the mesh dependency of these kinds of simulations.   

 

Figure 8 - Geometry for the PBXW-115 charges. 

4.2 ANFO cylindrical charge 
Two different types of setups are used when simulating a cylindrical ANFO charge; Case 1 in order to 

evaluate the material parameters in [6] and in case 2 the purpose is to simulate a real cylinder test 

with both the I&G reactive flow model and the JWL EoS, and compare the results. 

4.2.1 Case 1 

In this case the geometries were modelled proportional as figure 8 in previous chapter. That is, 

having a booster explosive at the bottom with same radius as the ANFO and a height twice as large 

as the radius. The total height of the charge is ten times larger than the charge radius. Also with this 

explosive the VoD in axial direction at a point near (1-5cm) the top of the cylinder is measured. The 
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reason for performing this was to recreate the experimental data in [6] and the simulations in [7]. 

Material parameters for ANFO I&G and the PETN booster can be found in table 7-10 in appendix C. 

Here is an Eulerian element description with an element size of 1mm is used. 

4.2.2 Case 2 

This problem setup is based on the article ANFO cylinder tests [5]. The main purpose when 

performing a cylinder test is to obtain EoS parameters for explosive detonation products. In this 

article a standard cylinder test performed at four time larger scale is reported.  The reason for using 

a scaled cylinder test is that non-ideal explosives such as ANFO have a much larger reaction zone 

than the ideal explosives. 

The geometries used in the experiment reported in [5] and the simulations in this study are shown in 

figure 9, not in scale. When using I&G a 25g PETN booster with material parameters according to 

table 7 in appendix C is used. This is the green area, the red area is ANFO, with material parameters 

according to table 6 or 8-10 depending on if the JWL EoS or the I&G is used. The blue area is the 

cylinder having material parameters listed in table 12, 13 or 14 in Appendix C. Here the Lagrangian 

frame of reference with an element size of 1mm used is used.  

In this setup the displacements in the radial direction at an initial position 0.8m above the 

detonation centre is measured. Also, at the equal distance from the detonation centre the VoD is 

measured. In other studies, [7], different confinements have shown to have a large influence on VoD 

when using non-ideal explosives. This is investigated further here by performing simulations of the 

cylinder test with different confinements, copper, polycarbonate and air (unconfined).   

 

Figure 9 - Geometry when simulating ANFO cylinder tests, I&G to the left and JWL to the right. 
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5 Results  
A large number of simulations and analysis with non-ideal explosives have been performed during 

this study.  In this chapter the results from simulations carried out according to the problem setups 

defined in previous chapter is presented, including some minor discussions about each achieved 

result. 

5.1 PBXW-115 cylindrical charge 
This chapter presents the results from simulations when detonating a cylindrical charge of PBXW-

115. First a convergence study is performed to eliminate one possible source of errors, that a too 

coarse mesh will be used.  The charge with 40mm radius is simulated with five different element 

sizes, where the variation in VoD is shown in figure 10. An element size of 1mm is shown to be 

enough for the results to converge at a VoD about 5300m/s.  

 

 

Figure 10 - Convergence study cylindrical PBXW-115 charge. 
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In figure 11 the VoD in axial direction at a point near the top of the charge is plotted against the 

charge radius. The green triangles are experiments performed in [12], the red squares are 

simulations made earlier by others in [9] and the blue diamonds represent simulations made in this 

study. 

 

Figure 11 – VoD as function of the charge radius for a cylindrical PBXW-115 charge. 

As seen in the figure above the VoD is dependent on the charge radius which is one of the 

characteristic behaviors for a non-ideal explosive.  However, the agreement with the earlier study is 

rather poor, the difference in VoD is about 500m/s which is not satisfactory when using identical 

material parameters.  Since [9] not has clarified the details about the problem setup it can be 

suspected that they used a too coarse mesh or some changes in material parameters not reported in 

the article.  

5.2 ANFO cylindrical charge  
Results from the two different cases of cylindrical ANFO charges are presented in this chapter. 
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5.2.1 Case 1 

In this case the explosive is modelled like the PBXW-115 charges, i.e. an unconfined cylindrical 

charge with length depending on radius. In figure 12 the VoD is plotted against the radius of the 

charge, where the green triangles represent the experimental results from [6]. The blue diamonds 

are simulations made in this study with original material parameters from the same article, but as 

seen these simulated results did not correspond very well to the experimental. Therefore in order to 

improve the agreement the parameter grow1 was changed with all the other parameters kept 

intact. This is shown by the red squares which correspond well to the experimental results. Also, one 

additional simulation with a large radius without a corresponding experimental point, show that the 

VoD is stabilized. 

 

Figure 12 - VoD as function of the charge radius for a cylindrical ANFO charge. 

A convergence study, similar as in chapter 5.1, is made for simulations with the modified grow1 

value in order to minimize the possible errors. An element size of 1mm seems to be sufficient also 

with this explosive to achieve a stable VoD. 

 

Figure 13 - Convergence study cylindrical ANFO charge with modified grow1 value. 
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5.2.2 Case 2 

This case is based on and modelled as in [5]. First a study on the effects on the cylinder wall is made, 

the displacement in radial direction 0.8m from the cylinder bottom is measured over time. In figure 

14 comparisons between experiment and simulations are made, where the blue line is the 

experiment, the green is a simulation when using JWL EoS. The last two lines are simulations 

performed with the I&G reactive flow model with both the original value of parameter grow1 and 

the modified value derived in chapter 5.2.1.  

 

Figure 14 - Radial displacement as function of time in ANFO cylinder test with different models. 

Simulated results with the JWL EoS are close to the experimental results, which is in order since the 

material parameters were derived from that experiment. The I&G gave results that vary more from 

the experiment, but a slightly better agreement was obtained by using the modified value for the 

grow1 parameter. 
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External confinement effects is one of the characteristics for a non-ideal explosive, this is shown in 

figure 15. Here is one important difference between the two models confirmed, the JWL EoS shows 

no significant change in VoD when changing from a solid copper cylinder to no confinement at all. 

This is not surprising since the VoD is one of the parameters that have to be specified as input in the 

simulations when using JWL. The more advanced I&G on the other hand show a very clear decrease 

in VoD if the confinement is removed. About 1.6 times higher VoD is shown when having a copper 

cylinder compared to the unconfined charge.   

 

Figure 15 - Confinement effects when simulating a cylindrical ANFO charge. 
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Figure 16 illustrates a simulation when using copper confinement. The three different states are 0µs, 

50µs and 100µs, after the start time of the detonation.  

 

Figure 16 – Simulation of copper confinement at 0µs, 50µs and 100µs. 
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In figure 17 a pressure distribution at 50µs and 100µs after the start time of the detonation is 

shown.  If the two states are compared it can be seen that the pressure increases as the shock wave 

propagates through the explosive. This shock wave initiates the explosive, where the expanding 

reaction products cause the radial displacement of the wall.   

 

Figure 17 - Pressure distribution at 50µs and 100µs. 
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6 Discussion and conclusions 
In this final chapter the discussion about the achieved results are given. Some general conclusions 

are also made, furthermore is suggested future work presented. 

 6.1 PBXW-115 cylindrical charge 
When a detonated cylindrical charge with PBXW-115 is simulated the results are not really satisfying 

compared to the results achieved in other studies. The behaviour that the VoD of non-ideal 

explosives is heavily dependent on charge size is captured, but the VoD is still far from simulations 

and experiments in literature. Since the material parameters where given and used exactly as 

reported, the results should be more equivalent.  

One reason can be that a too coarse mesh is used in the material parameter determination made in 

literature and when looking at the convergence study this hypothesis is strengthen. It is shown that 

an element size larger than 1mm affect the VoD relatively much. Another reason can be some 

method variations in measuring the VoD since that article do not specify exactly how the 

measurement was done. 

6.2 ANFO cylindrical charge 
When simulating the cylinder test with ANFO the agreement with earlier experiment was rather 

good, especially when using the JWL EoS. The I&G reactive flow model did not give equally good 

results when comparing displacement in the radial direction on the cylinder wall. This should 

however be seen as results lying inside the error range since material parameters for I&G are 

somewhat limited when using ANFO. Another reason for the disagreement can be that the two 

material parameters, bulk density and initial internal energy, between I&G and JWL differ. Since the 

JWL parameters were fitted by this cylinder test a comparison between these two models is not 

completely fair in this case. 

The original I&G parameters used in earlier studies did not give results in this study that were close 

to the earlier experimental results found in literature. The simulated VoD were approximately 

1000m/s from the VoD measured in these experiments, but when changing the key parameter 

grow1 a much better agreement was achieved.    

The simulations when comparing the external confinements gives both expected and satisfying 

results. The JWL EoS is an empirical function only valid to the conditions the parameters were 

derived, and should not be able to catch the confinement effects. This can also be seen when the 

VoD did not change noteworthy when going from a copper confinement to an unconfined charge. 

The I&G on the other hand shows a VoD that changes significantly when using different 

confinements. It also shows good agreement with experiment from different references, and may 

thus be looked upon as a validation of the material parameters. 
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6.3 General conclusions  
This thesis was a first step to get a better understanding on the subject, non-ideal explosives. This is 

important in order to make military vehicles better protected against the growing terrorism threats, 

which often involves using ANFO as an IED.  

Observations made in literature, like that non-ideal explosives VoD is dependent on charge size is 

also shown numerically in this study, both when using ANFO and PBXW-115. In addition ANFO also 

show the behaviour that when the charge radius is increased enough the VoD converge towards a 

constant value. 

 Another objective was to investigate how the degree of external confinement affects the VoD. This 

is shown in simulations performed in this study when using the I&G reactive flow model. It is also 

shown that use of the simpler JWL EoS is not enough to capture the behaviour of a non-ideal 

explosive. 

6.4 Recommended future work     
 The JWL EoS is not a thermodynamically complete since it does not involve any thermal quantities 

such as entropy. There are a lot more EoS that could be investigated, for instance the Williamsburg 

EoS, which calculate entropy and is a thermodynamically complete EoS. A modification of the I&G 

reactive flow model by changing the JWL EoS to Williamsburg is an interesting hypotheses and can 

be a good way to describe a detonation of a non-ideal explosive even better.   

When searching material parameters for ANFO the search results was rather poor, especially 

regarding the I&G. Therefore a new determination of these parameters can be appropriate before 

investigating this method further. Own practical experiment to validate and compare simulations 

against can also be of interest in the future. More simulations and comparisons between the 

Eulerian and Lagrangian frame of reference should also be carried out. 
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Appendix A - Matlab scripts 
Here are the m-files used in MATLAB during this study. 

Conversion to JWL parameters, unreacted explosives 
% Conversion of Murnahan EOS parameters to JWL EOS parameters at the  
% unreacted state. Code Written by Lars Johansson 2011. 

  
function ANFO() 
clear 
clc 

  
%Parameters Murnahan EOS 
n = 7; 
k = 2463e-11; 
V = 0.65:0.0001:1.0; 
P = 1/(n*k)*(1./(V.^n)-1); 

  
% Dummy function  
y = [1e6 1e6 1e6 1e6 -18e5 -18.5e5 -19.1e5]; 
x = [0.7 0.75 0.8 0.85 0.9 0.95 1]; 

  
% Finding parameters A and R1 for JWL EOS  
Start = [1e11 10]; 
options = optimset('Display','iter'); 
Estimates = fminsearch(@myfit,Start,options,V,P); 
A = Estimates(1); 
R1 = Estimates(2); 
Pnew1 = A*exp(-R1*V); 

  
% Finding parameters B and R2 for JWL EOS 
Start = [-1 -15]; 
options = optimset('Display','iter'); 
Estimates = fminsearch(@myfit,Start,options,x,y); 
B = Estimates(1); 
R2 = Estimates(2); 
Pnew = Pnew1+B*exp(-R2*V); 

  
% Writing JWL parameters 
A,B,R1,R2 

  
% Compare the old Murnahan EOS with the new JWL EOS 
plot(V,P,V,Pnew) 
Legend('Murnahan EOS [6]','JWL EOS','location','best') 
ylabel('Pressure [Pa]') 
xlabel('Relative volume [-]') 

  
% Conversion by method of least squares 
function sse = myfit(params,Input,Actual_Output) 
    C1 = params(1); 
    C2 = params(2); 
    Fitted_Curve = C1.*exp(-C2*Input); 
    Error_Vector = Fitted_Curve - Actual_Output; 
    sse = sum(Error_Vector.^2); 
end 
end 
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Displacement cylinder wall, ANFO cylinder tests 
% Comparing radial displacement at a fix axial position for experiment and  
% simulations in cylindertest [5]. Code Written by Lars Johansson 2011. 

  
function cylindertest() 
clear 
clc 

  
%Define initial condition 
path = 'Z:\Exjobb\Matlab\'; 
file = { 
'JWL.csv'  
'I&G_1.csv'  
'I&G_2.csv'} 
timetot = 149e-6; 
timestep = 5e-8; 
n = timetot/timestep; 
t = [0:timestep:timetot]; 
dispmax = 140e-3; 
files = length(file); 
zero = [3910, 5545, 4270]; %When displacment starts 

  
%Creating one displacmentvector for each file/simulation 
for f=1:files 
    disp(:,f) = func(file{f},zero(f),n); 
end 

  
%Experimental data from [5] 
texp = t*1e6; 
a0 = 0.1412; 
v = 1.065; 
s = 0.6376; 
g = (1+texp).^s-1; 
dispexp = v*texp.*g./(2*v*s/a0+g); 

  
%Compare displacement in radial direction for experiment and simulations 
plot(texp*1e-6,dispexp*1e-3,t,disp(:,1),':',t,disp(:,2),'-.',t,disp(:,3),'-

-', 'LineWidth',3) 
Legend('Experiment[5]','Simulation JWL','Simulation I&G, grow1=4E-5',... 
    'Simulation I&G, grow1=8E-5','location','best') 
axis([0 timetot 0 dispmax]) 
ylabel('Displacement radial direction [m]') 
xlabel('Time [s]') 

  
%Reading data and compensate for displacement in axial direction 
function disp = func(da,x,n); 
    alldata = dlmread(fullfile(path, da), ',', 1, 0); 
    data = alldata(x:x+n,:);  
    [n m] = size(data); 
    start = 1;  
    d = 0; 
    for k=2:m-2 
        slut = fix(n/(m-2))*(k-1); 
        d = [d data(start:slut,m+1-k)']; 
        start = slut+1; 
    end 
    disp = [d(2:start) data(start:n,2)']; 
end 
end 
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Appendix B - ANFO cylinder test, keyword file 
Following appendix show an example of a keyword file used in LS-DYNA when simulating a 

detonation of an ANFO charge confined in a copper cylinder. Note that a file including the mesh also 

is needed.  

*KEYWORD   
*TITLE 
$# title 
ANFO Cylinder Test [5]                             
*CONTROL_ALE 
$#     dct     nadv      meth      afac      bfac      cfac      dfac      efac 
             3             0            2      0.00      0.00      0.00     0.00      0.00 
$#   start       end     aafac     vfact      prit       ebc      pref   nsidebc 
       0.000    0.000  1.0000    0.000         0            0     0.00              0 
$#    ncpl      nbkt    imascl    checkr 
               1         50             0       0.000 
*CONTROL_TERMINATION 
$#  endtim    endcyc     dtmin    endeng    endmas 
            5e-4               0     0.000        0.000        0.000 
*CONTROL_TIMESTEP 
$#  dtinit    tssfac      isdo    tslimt     dt2ms      lctm     erode     ms1st 
       0.000     0.000          0    0.000      0.000            0             0              0 
$#  dt2msf   dt2mslc     imscl 
          0.000               0           0 
*DATABASE_ELOUT 
$#      dt    binary      lcur     ioopt 
       5e-8             0          0             1 
*DATABASE_GLSTAT 
$#      dt    binary      lcur     ioopt 
       1e-5             0          0            1 
*DATABASE_MATSUM 
$#      dt    binary      lcur     ioopt 
      1e-5              0          0             1 
*DATABASE_NODOUT 
$#      dt    binary      lcur     ioopt      dthf     binhf 
      5e-8              0          0             1    0.000           0 
*DATABASE_RBDOUT 
$#      dt    binary      lcur     ioopt 
      1e-6              0          0             1 
*DATABASE_RCFORC 
$#      dt    binary      lcur     ioopt 
      1e-6              0          0             1 
*DATABASE_BINARY_D3PLOT 
$#      dt      lcdt      beam     npltc    psetid 
       1e-5          0              0            0             0 
$#   ioopt 
                0 
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*DATABASE_EXTENT_BINARY 
$#   neiph     neips    maxint    strflg    sigflg    epsflg    rltflg    engflg 
                0           14              0           0          0             0          0             0 
$#  cmpflg    ieverp    beamip     dcomp      shge     stssz    n3thdt   ialemat 
                 0             0                0               0           0            0              0              0 
$# nintsld   pkp_sen      sclp    unused     msscl     therm    intout    nodout 
                0                0   0.000               0             0             0                     
*DATABASE_HISTORY_NODE 
$#      id1          id2           id3          id4           id5           id6          id7           id8 
     49662     49538     49414     49290     49166     49042     48918     48794 
*DATABASE_HISTORY_SHELL 
$#     id1          id2           id3          id4       id5       id6       id7       id8 
      3370     59619     60229     60839         0           0          0           0 
*EOS_IGNITION_AND_GROWTH_OF_REACTION_IN_HE_TITLE 
ANFO 
$#   eosid                   a                  b       xp1       xp2      frer            g                r1 
                1  1.5179e11 0.71468e9  5.0000  1.000   1.000  2.90e5 1.5534e11 
$#         r2           r3              r5               r6     fmxig       freq     grow1            em 
    -1.5200     0.000   11.1204 -14.22575       0.00       0.00      4e-5          1.000 
$#       ar1            es1         cvp            cvr       eetal       ccrit        enq          tmp0 
   0.00000        1.000    1.0E+6     1.00e6       1.000     0.00  2.484e9      298.00 
$#   grow2         ar2           es2             en      fmxgr    fmngr 
   0.00000    0.1111        1.000       2.000       1.000     0.000 
*EOS_GRUNEISEN_TITLE 
Copper 
$#   eosid           c        s1        s2        s3     gamao         a        e0 
               2    3940    1.49     0.00     0.0        1.990      0.0       0.0 
$#      v0 
     0.000 
*EOS_JWL_TITLE 
PETN 
$#   eosid             a                b         r1        r2      omeg            e0              vo 
               3 6.17e11  16.926e9  4.400  1.200     0.2500 10.10e9      1.0000 
*MAT_NULL_TITLE 
ANFO 
$#     mid        ro        pc        mu     terod     cerod        ym        pr 
         1        931.0      0.0      0.00     0.000     0.000      0.00      0.0 
*MAT_JOHNSON_COOK_TITLE 
Copper 
$#     mid        ro                 g         e        pr       dtf        vp 
              2    8930  0.464e11     0.0    0.00     0.00      0.0 
$#         a          b            n          c           m        tm        tr      epso 
     1.2e8       2e8  0.1500  0.040  0.5500    1360    293            1 
$#      cp                pc     spall            it           d1           d2          d3           d4 
         383  -9.000e11     3.00     0.000     0.000     0.000     0.000     0.000 
$#      d5 
      0.000 
*MAT_HIGH_EXPLOSIVE_BURN_TITLE 
PETN 
$#     mid        ro         d              pcj      beta             k             g         sigy 
              3    1750  8210 0.4520e11    2.000     0.000     0.000     0.000 
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$*INITIAL_DETONATION 
$#     pid             x             y             z            lt 
$           3     0.000     0.000     0.000     0.000 
*HOURGLASS 
$#    hgid       ihq        qm       ibq          q1           q2    qb/vdc          qw 
              1          0            0           0     0.000     0.000       0.000     0.000 
*SECTION_SHELL 
$#   secid    elform      shrf       nip     propt   qr/irid     icomp     setyp 
               1           14     0.00          0             0             0             0             0 
$#      t1         t2         t3           t4        nloc     marea        idof    edgset 
  0.0100     0.00     0.00     0.000     0.000       0.000     0.000              0 
*PART 
$# title 
Main explosive                                                           
$#     pid     secid       mid     eosid      hgid      grav    adpopt      tmid 
             1            1            1             1           1           0               0            0 
*PART 
$# title 
Cylinder                                                                    
$#     pid     secid       mid     eosid      hgid      grav    adpopt      tmid 
             2             1          2              2           1            0              0            0 
*PART 
$# title 
Ignition explosive                                                       
$#     pid     secid       mid     eosid      hgid      grav    adpopt      tmid 
             3            1            3            3            1           0               0            0 
*INCLUDE_TRANSFORM 
$# filename 
$R:\Exjobb\Lars_Johansson\mesh1mm_IG.k  
/disk/proj/Exjobb/Lars_Johansson/mesh1mm_IG.k 
$#  idnoff    ideoff    idpoff    idmoff    idsoff    idfoff    iddoff 
                0            0             0              0           0            0            0 
$#  idroff 
               0 
$#  fctmas    fcttim    fctlen    fcttem   incout1 
         0.000     0.000    0.000      0.000             0 
$#  tranid 
              0 
$    
*END 
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Appendix C - Material Parameters 
In this appendix all the tables with material parameters are listed together with the reference that 

they are taken from. 

Table 2 

JWL parameters, PE4 booster [9] 

ρ0 (g/cm3) 1.590 

A (GPa) 774.1 

B (GPa) 8.677 

R1 4.837 

R2 1.074 

ω 0.284 

E0 (KJ/cc) 9.381 

Dcj (km/s) 7.900 

Pcj (GPa) 24.00 

 

Table 3 

I&G parameters, unreacted PBXW-115 [9] 

ρ0 (g/cm3) 1.792 

r1 (GPa) 4066 

r2 (GPa) -133.9 

r3 =ω*Cv (GPa/K) 2.091*10-3 

r5 7.200 

r6 3.600 

 

Table 4 

I&G parameters, reaction products PBXW-115 [9] 

a (GPa) 372.9 

b (GPa) 5.412 

xp1 4.453 

xp2 1.102 

g = ω*Cv (GPa/K) 4.884*10-4 

E0 (KJ/cc) 12.95 
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Table 5 

I&G reaction rate parameters PBXW-115 [9] 

freq (µsec-1) 15 

frer  0.6667 

ccrit 0 

eetal 4.0 

grow1 0.0195 

es1 0.6667 

ar1 0.1111 

em 1.0 

grow2 8*10-4 

es2 1.0 

ar2 0.1111 

em 2.0 

fmixg 0.015 

fmxgr 0.25 

fmngr 0 

 

Table 6 

JWL parameters, ANFO [5] 

ρ0 (g/cm3) 0.931 

A (GPa) 49.46 

B (GPa) 1.891 

R1 3.907 

R2 1.118 

ω 0.333 

E0 (KJ/cc) 2.484 

Dcj (km/s) 4.160 

Pcj (GPa) 5.150 

 

Table 7 

JWL parameters, PETN booster [8] 

ρ0 (g/cm3) 1.75 

A (GPa) 617 

B (GPa) 16.9 

R1 4.4 

R2 1.2 

ω 0.25 

E0 (KJ/cc) 10.1 

Dcj (km/s) 8.210 

Pcj (GPa) 45.2 
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Table 8 

I&G parameters unreacted ANFO, [6] + own conversion 

ρ0 (g/cm3) 0.8 

r1 (GPa) 155.3 

r2 (Pa) -1.52 

r3  = ω*Cv (GPa/K) 0 

r5 11.12 

r6 -14.23 

 

Table 9 

I&G parameters, reaction products ANFO [6] 

a (GPa) 151.8 

b (GPa) 0.715 

xp1 5.000 

xp2 1.100 

g = ω*Cv (GPa/K) 2.900*10-4 

E0 (KJ/cc) 3.500 

 

Table 10 

I&G reaction rate parameters ANFO [6] 

freq (µsec-1) 0 

grow1 4.0 

es1 1.0 

ar1 0 

em 1.0 

grow2 0 

fmixg 0 

fmxgr 1.0 

fmngr 0 

 

Table 11 

Material parameters ANFO [5] 

ρ0 (g/cm3) 0.936 

a0 (mm/µs2) 0.1412 

vinf  1.065 

σ 0.6376 
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Table 12 

Johnson-Cook and Grüneisen parameters Copper [16] 

ρ0 (kg/m3) 8930 

G (GPa) 0.6667 

Acu (GPa) 0 

Bcu (GPa) 4.0 

N 0.0195 

C 0.6667 

M 0.1111 

Tm 1.0 

Tr 8*10-4 

epso 1.0 

Cp 0.1111 

Pc 2.0 

spall 0.015 

c0 (m/s) 3940 

S1 1.49 

γ 1.99 

 

Table 13 

Grüneisen parameters Polycarbonate[16] 

ρ0 (kg/m3) 1196 

c0 (m/s) 1933 

S1 3.49 

S2 -8.2 

S3 9.6 

γ 0.61 

 

Table 14 

Material parameters EOS_LINEAR_POLYNOMIAL, air [15] 

ρ0 (kg/m3) 1.1839 

c4  0.4 

c5  0.4 

e0  0.4 

v0 9.6 

γ 0.61 

 

 


